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INTRODUCTION

The urban driven model generates hard boundaries and huge cracks between the
rural and the urban over the past 30 years for development and industrialization.
The uneven economic development lures middle-aged men and young people
who originate from the rural areas to migrate to cities for jobs and education,
while the more vulnerable group of people such as women, elderly and children,
remain. Ever since local residents hollowed out, those villages have become
empty, while households and farmland are abandoned. Moreover, accessible
transport and logistics systems, clean water systems, efficient power plants, and
other facilities and infrastructures that support human subsistence seems to be
missing in rural villages. As a result, those vulnerable communities need a more
functional and up-to-date system that can engage with vital social activities.
Despite being considered as a “falling-behind” part of the global system, today,
rural ground still remains a set of local characteristics which can affect the urban
side and global system, representing a symbolized eastern philosophy of human
living in harmony with nature. The rural community also lives on a neighbourhood
scale that forms a relationship of trust and deeper interaction which is lost in
urban communities.

FIG 1
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“To retain the essence of the
countryside and to capture its
expansive beauty and sustain
the village’s beauty through
work,leisure and repose, it is
perhaps necessary to
acknowledge that the distinct
separation, conceptually as
well as literal, between rural
and urban, human and nature,
archituctural and landscape
should be whittled away.”
—Christopher Lee, Countryside City

FIG 2: What else is worth
looking for over and over?
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THESIS STATEMENT

THESIS QUESTIONS

My research focuses on one county in China and the regional and local structure

To achieve the goal of creating a rural revitalizing model by re-establishing a

to understand the existing flows between urban and rural areas, including both

reciprocal flow between the rural and the urban communities and reordering the

ecological, industrial and social exchanges. Kaihua county, located in north-west

experience of the rural territory, I have a set of questions:

Zhejiang Province, is currently the poorest county economically in this region and
has more migrant workers and a more severe hollowing degree.

1.What are the existing flows between city and rural territory?

This thesis aims to revive the hollowing rural village and improve the village’s

2.What flows can make the relationship between city and rural reciprocal?

value as a hybrid public realm - a space encouraging reciprocal flows exchanged

(1).What urban qualities can be introduced?

from both “rural ground” and urban “new comers,” strengthening the ecological

(2).What rural qualities should be kept and rebuilt?

and social ties among water systems and native species, producers, consumers
and tourists. The design is trying to generate a model for reordering the

3. How is it possible to combine these qualities and restructure the flows to

experience of the rural territory.

stabilize the rural community?
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CHAPTER I

ISSUE IDENTIFICATION & RURALISM
AS STRATEGY

FIG 3
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Fig 4: Photography shows
remaining kids playing
together in a traditional Qing
Dynasty style building.

1.1 THE HOLLOWING VILLAGE
In rural China, there are around 600,000 rural villages in total, which is the smallest
administrative unit. The ‘hollowing rural village’ is a common phenomenon in
recent years and it is also an urgent issue that many rural villages are facing.
This issue brought lots of effects, such as agriculture productivity drops, the living
environment deteriorated and in disorder, moreover traditional culture was lost.
Since most rural residents migrated to cities for jobs and education, though the
elderly, women and kids still remain, lots of households and farmland became
vacant parcels. The ‘hollowing rural village’ is not just a special phenomenon, it is
a social phenomenon. Besides the outflow of people, rural villages also lack
facilities and infrastructures which support human subsistence like sewage
systems provide clean water, energy plants supplying electricity and gas, Internet,
health care and education and technology for personal growth.
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The original villages usually
formed responds to local
natural envrionment

ORIGINAL VILLAGE

1.1 TWO TYPICAL CONDITIONS
Two typical spatial layout conditions happen after the people migrated; it could
also be viewed as two stages of hollowing.
Vacant buildings and
parcels at the inner

Lots of buildings are

village

abandoned because

New buildings are

people left

constructed at the
outskirt of the original
village layout

The first stage happens right after people left, lots of buildings and farmland were
abandoned.
The second stage does not necessarily happen. It only happens when some of
the migrant workers come back or send money back to people who remained.
People start to build new buildings whether deconstruct the old one and build

VACANT BUILDINGS

NEW CONSTRUCTION

new on the original site or mostly construct new villages at the outskirts of the
original village which means the old one will be abandoned completely.

LAYOUT OF HOLLOWING VILLAGE
This diagram shows two typical hollowing village conditions in
rural China. They could also be viewed as two stages of
hollowing, while the second stage does not necessarily happen.
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1.2 EVOLUTION OF RURAL AREAS IN CHINA
Rural China experienced big change and subversion during the past century.
Generally, it could be divided into four periods.
Ancient Time
Throughout the two thousand years of Feudal Society, the rural community was a
farming community and people were arranged by the Family clan. Peasants
rented farmland from landlords and did agriculture production, owned a living and
paid food and money to landlords. The village layout often responded to the
natural environment and climate. In the traditional Zhejiang region, the buildings
were constructed as a comb form and surrounded by trees and farmland. This
long history ended in 1949 - the establishment of the People’s Republic of China.
Collective Time
In 1950, the land owned by the landlord was returned to the government under
collective ownership under the Communist Party. Farms were divided into
production teams to form the People’s Commune. Each team was assigned with
certain targets of agricultural production and needed to pay grain tax to the state
and surplus was traded on the market. People moved from individual family
courtyard houses to collective housing: a rectangular courtyard complex that
housed 20 or more families. This standard living did not improve rural life, instead,
they limited the productivity and creativity of the land and people.

FIG 5: People’s Commune in a Fishing Village
20

FIG 6: A famlily group in the late Qing Dynasty
FIG 7: Family Tree of Yang family clan
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FIG 8: New factorys were
introduced into rural villages.

Affiliated Migration
Since 1978, The Open Door Policy and Economic Reform stimulated the
economic development and industrialization in cities, generating large amounts of
job opportunity. Moreover, Affiliated Migration rules loosened hukou, encouraging
rural residents to migrate to cities and work in factories, restaurants or
construction sites. Thus, the rural villages started to become hollow.
In addition, collective land ownership and individualized land use rights changed
the way of traditional using lands. Rural residents rented out the mountain area to
companies with an extremely low price which changed the local natural resources
– native trees removed granite mining damage to the environment. During that
time, most rural areas had been transferred to newly developed industrial
developing areas.
Consumption and Construction
For a long time, people who remained in rural villages depended on remittances
sent back to village through rural diaspora. Most of the money was spent
on subsistence.
After 2006, the government announced the “new rural development policy,”
demanding that basic infrastructure like roads were starting to be put in place.
People moved out from collective housing complexes and built new houses using
the money that was either sent by diaspora or by investigation.
Tiny agriculture land plots turned into construction sites and most buildings are in
a strange style which is called “modern.” Meanwhile, agricultural productivity
dropped with economic dependency on the city and the diaspora as well as the
rising of wealth inequalities.
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TIMELINE OF RURAL CHINA EVOLUTION
In the ancient time, peasants were arranged based on the family
clan and that stage ended in 1949 - the establishment of PRC.
In the 1950s, the People’s Commune guided rural production but
turned out to be a failure. Since 1978, The Open Door Policy has
encouraged rural residents to migrate to cities and work in
factories and restaurants or construction sites. The rural villages
started to become hollow. During that time, most rural areas had
been transferred to newly developed urban areas. Some
returned home in their 40s and new constructions happened in
rural villages.
24
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1.3 A GLOBAL CONCEREN:
THE RURAL — URBAN BINARY
For the past forty years, urbanization and economic development have become the
most urgent and essential task. During the process, huge cracks between urban and
rural were created. There was a separation between urban and rural both physically,
economically, culturally and conceptually. Urban modes were considered as more
efficient and advanced while the rural areas were viewed as hysteresis, disconnected
and marginalized. In fact, many things that once valued our society are missing ––
“memory,” “‘community,” “rural life,” and “local traditions.”
Despite conceptual separation, the rural and urban were indeed interlocked with each
other in many layers. Not only on the levels of the residences, economics and other

FARMLAND LOSS

material flows, but also both rural and urban landscapes were inextricably linked

=

physically. The rural and urban binary were merely oversimplified and do not fit
contemporary forms of settlement[1]. They were one system and should be a
symbiosis system at a much deeper level. Therefore, new criteria for understanding
and appreciating rural areas is required.

DURING 2000 TO 2010

3

MISSISSIPI STATE

Farmland Loss During 30 Years Urbanization
The areas of lost farmland in China over 30 years equals to the size of
three Mississipi state.
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1.4 THE VALUE OF RURAL TERRITORY –
“IMAGINATIVE GEOGRAPHIES”
“The social image of the village—as well as the variety of real villages—represents
both a space of experience as well as a reservoir of images and senses where the
question of how to live a ‘good life’ can be discussed.” [2]
Rural villages were valued in many ways. First, the rural territory showed the
FIG 9:Haversting painting
Wen Zhengming (1470–
1559),The painting on the left
depicts a harvesting senario
in fall. It reappears the
historical layout of mountain,
households, farming feilds
and the water Body.

presence of nature, people could find different forms of nature in rural areas and
this scenery changes in time of days and seasons. It represented a harmonious
relationship people live on the land and mutual living between human and nature.
Secondly, rural villages also retained the culture of spatial memory; it recorded the
historic settlement pattern and preserved a set of heritages and traditional habits.
Thirdly, in this territory, people could enjoy deeper interactions with neighbors,
more than the people living in the cities.

FIG 10:layout of rural village
and the ebvironment, The
upper one shows how people
chose the best location for a
village. It must be rely on a
mountion, facing a river.
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NEW RURAL SOCIETY

1.5 THE FUTURE RURALISM
Considering several facts of the existing condition, a tendency of ‘back to land’
was raised in China: people are seeking affordable housing (especially young
professionals) and less stressful lifestyles, preferably the ability to access natural
landscapes and a community that has more engagement. This tendency is not
anti-globalization or urbanization, but could be considered as part of the “New
urbanization.”
However, only emphasizing those qualities of rural areas is not enough for the
community to survive realistically. New characters and flows should be

RURAL
– The presence of the nature
– The culture of spacial memory (historic
sediments and heritages, traditions and
habits
– A relationship of trust and deeper
interactive among the neighborhood is
view as better relationship which lost in
urban communities

URBAN
– Efficient operating
– Broader and varies way of exchange
– Completed Production and
Processing Chain
– Diverse and rich activities and events

introduced to rural communities. Designs should also respond to protect the rural
values and introduce new flows from urban areas.
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1.6 PROCESSING DIAGRAM
This is a diagram showing how introduced flows and existing flows catalyst new
changes.

1.IDENTIFYING AND INTRODUCING

3.COMBINING AND REPOSITIONING

Identifying possible flows between urban and rural

When the two actors meet with each other they start

and good qualities of each side.

to have chemical reactions and triggle changes or
generate new actors.

2.CONNECTING AND REORGANIZING

4.NETWORKING AND IMPACTING

Introducing those actors and making the

Making or connections and flows between new

materials flow.

actors and reactors to form a network
with resilience.
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CHAPTER II

A GALANCE OF KAIHUA COUNTY
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‘A GRADIENT BLANKET’
The landscape from urban to rural in China likes a gradient blanket since the
urbanization process based on HuKou registration policy transforming the
territory blurred. The transition from urban to rural could be divided into 5 parts:
urban center, industral developing zones(suburban), county center(suburban),
town center and scattered villages.
The lack of definitive boundaries is evidence that urban areas rely on non-urban
territories in many ways, such as industrial processes and agricultural
production. Both rural and urban landscapes are inextricably linked.
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RURAL-URBAN TRANSITION/DISTRIBUTION
The upper one shows the urban to rural layout
condition type.
The bottom one shows urban to rural fabric
transition and location of each type.
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CASE STUDY

ASSETS OF KAIHUA COUNTY
Kaihua County is located in the west of Zhejiang Province, in the northwest of
Quzhou City, at the birthplace of the Qianjiang River. It is the poorest region in
Zhejiang province economically and depends on primary industry of agriculture,
forestry and fishing. It used to have rich mineral resources and most of them were
closed recently.`
This set of inventory including the land use and boundary, water system and
flooding plain, heritage and tourism destination, tea plantation and rape flower
fields. The mountainous county is famous for natural scenery of forests and tea
plantations.
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WATER SYSTEMS CONNECT ALL THE VILLAGES

HILL-TOP VILLAGE-HISTORICAL

HILL-TOP VILLAGE-ECONOMICAL

HILL-TOP VILLAGE-CENTRAL

RIVER VALLEY VILLAGE- HISTORICAL

RIVER VALLEY VILLAGE- ECONOMICAL

RIVER VALLEY VILLAGE- CENTRAL

Rural settlements and villages are often arranged along the water system, at the
river valley where vast flooding plains provide rich land and resources, or at the
hill-top where still can get access to steam.

HILL-TOP VILLAGE-CENTRAL
HILL-TOP VILLAGE-ECONOMICAL
HILL-TOP VILLAGE-HISTORICAL
RIVER VALLEY VILLAGE- CENTRAL
RIVER VALLEY VILLAGE- ECONOMICAL
RIVER VALLEY VILLAGE-HISTORICAL
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90%

THE HILL-TOP VILLAGE GROUP
Both the hill-top and river valley village groups have three kinds of villages.
Traditional villages last for six hundred years or more, distinct with traditional local

HISTORY: 600 YEARS OR LONGER
HOLLOWING DEGREE: 90%
VILLAGERS: 10/100
INCOME: 3000RMB/Year
AREA/USAGE: Forest

architectural style. Villages developed some basic processing industries and have

Farmland
Buildings

a higher income. The central villages are those villages where the government is
located, and are equipped with diverse institutions such as schools, computer

FACILITIES

labs, hospitals.
The hill-top villages are located in higher altitude areas. They depend on the
forestry industry and can hardly develop other industries. These villages have a
more severe hollowing degree, especially, the traditional ones, people are
hollowed out on the whole.
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60%

HISTORY: 600 YEARS OR LONGER
HOLLOWING DEGREE: 60%
VILLAGERS: 160/400
INCOME: 5000RMB/Year
AREA/USAGE: Forest
Farmland
Buildings
FACILITIES: Retail Store & Factory

HISTORY: 100 YEARS OR LONGER
HOLLOWING DEGREE: 60%
VILLAGERS: 240/600
INCOME: 5000RMB/Year
AREA/USAGE: Forest
Farmland
Buildings
FACILITIES: Retail Store & Factory &
School & Hospital

60%
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40%

THE RIVER VALLEY VILLAGE GROUP
The river valley village groups often have more resources and more population.
The population even consists of people originated from hill-top villages. New
buildings are constructed and distort the original fabric.
These villages have a better transportation system to get access to urban areas.

HISTORY: 600 YEARS OR LONGER
HOLLOWING DEGREE: 40%
VILLAGERS: 480/800
INCOME: 8000RMB/Year
AREA/USAGE: Forest
Farmland
Buildings
FACILITIES: Retail Store

They also have more land to cultivate crops and are able to develop secondary
and tertiary industries. So, the residents are richer and able to maintain their life.
These two village groups can not be separated since some hill-top villages are
just adjacent to a river valley one. The adjacent villages sometimes belong to the
same family clan, so they could be viewed as an alliance.
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30%

HISTORY: 100 YEARS OR LONGER
HOLLOWING DEGREE: 30%
VILLAGERS: 700/1000
INCOME: 10000RMB/Year
AREA/USAGE: Forest
Farmland
Buildings
FACILITIES: Retail Store & Factory
HISTORY: 100 YEARS OR LONGER
HOLLOWING DEGREE: 30%
VILLAGERS: 840/1200
INCOME: 10000RMB/Year
AREA/USAGE: Forest
Farmland
Buildings
FACILITIES: Retail Store & Factory &
School & Hospital

30%
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FIG 11

FIG 12

FIG 15
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FIG 13

FIG 16

FIG 14

FIG 17
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CHAPTER III

EXISTING MATERIAL FLOWS IN KAIHUA
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VILLAGES
ALLIANCES IN
YINKENG

VILLAGES ALLIANCES IN YINKENG
This is a set of villages of four, including a hill-top one, two river valley villages
dependent on agriculture and remittance, and a central village which has a village
government and some other facilities there. Most people of the four villages share the
same family clan of Ye, they have an ancestors’ hall of Ye. Approximately half of the
population are migrants to cities.
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SON

HUSBAND

PARENTS
GROWING-UP KIDS

YOUNG AND MID-AGED PEOPLE

STUDENTS

FLOWS OF PEOPLE

TO BIGGER CITIES

BACKHOME ELDERLY
STUDENTS
YOUNG AND MID-AGED PEOPLE
BACKHOME ELDERLY

TO BIGGER CITIES

Fig 18: Photo of Migrant workers
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FLOWS OF INDUSTRY

AGRICULTURAL FIELDS
TEA PLANTATION
PIG FARM

Fig 19: Photo of Tea Plantation
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FLOWS OF ECOLOGY

AGRICULTURAL FIELDS
WETLANDS
FORESTS

Fig 20: Photo of rice fileds
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WATER SYSTEM INTERLOCKING FLOWS TOGETHER
Urban and rural areas are connected in many layers. Looking at the landscape pattern, the continuity of water
is one key element connects rural and urban areas togther. The water system also interlocking flows together
invisibly. Water body varies along with the terrain shape, affecting the soil type and vegetation. Rural and urban
settlements also build their communities respond to the terrain context and live inextricably with water services.
Fresh water supplies for human settlements, upper stream communities use it for irrigation and fish nourishing.
It is also used as power generation. Downstream urban centers are the largest beneficiaries of these services.
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CHAPTER IV

PROPOSING A MODEL OF NEW
RURAL TERRITORY – STRATEGY
MAKING & DESIGN VISION
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GOALS AND PRINCIPLES
1. Encouraging immigrants to transform traditional farmers’ communities to a
mixed community without threatening the existing social network.
2. Introducing new forms of industry to facilitate transition from traditional
agrarian to a new rural economy taking advantage of existing special industries.
3. Strengthening the existing sceneries of mountain, forests, tea plantation, rice
fields and creating a series experiential landscape of different natural forms.
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WTAER AS A LINKAGE

Water systems played an important role in traditional rural life, including
supporting agricultural production and natural habitats, community daily use, and
simple industrial work. It interlocking the ecological systems and human activities
together.

To Qianjiangyuan Reserve 0.5hour

To Huangshan City 2hours

Main stream
Flooding areas
Highway
Main road

To Kaihua City 20min
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To Quzhou City 1hour
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Sections

A

B

A’

A-A’

B-B’

C-C’

D-D’

E-E’

F-F’

B’

C’
D’
C
D

E

E’
F’

F
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Concept Diagram of Design Process

1.Watersystem, existing path connections and exisiting bridges.

3. Proposing a new trail looping the realms and watersystem together.

2.Different realms adjacent to the watersystem.

4. Classify the path and active the path with the anchored points – “bridges”.
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MASTER PLAN

1.Orange Orchards
2.Rice Fields and Fish Ponds
3.Reservoir
4.Tea Plantation
5.Wetland and Meadows
6.Uplandforest
7. lowlandforest
8.Commercial Street
9.Plaza
10. Community Bridge
11. Highway Bridge
12. Tea House on hill top
13. Entrance Bridge
14. Pavillion on Rice fields
15. Werland walkways
16. Temple

3
4
4
10
2

4

2

7

Rushan Village
11

2

16

5

8
Yinkeng Village

5

9
4

3

5

6

15

15

7

6

1
12

14

3
Dujingyuan Village

2

6

13
XIayu Village
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The Hill-top Historical Preserved Village

6
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Three Strategies to Reitalizew the Rural Experience

NEW AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISES

EXPERIENTIAL LANDSCAPE

“BRIDGE” AS SOCIAL CONNECTERS

Introducing new industrial forms to make a sustainable economy.

Experiencing different forms of landscape.

Making a place for people to gather.

Taking advantage of existing agricultural industry and traditional

Creating a path looping the agricultural landscapes, artificial

Bridges as anchored points connecting local residents,

handicrafts and introducing secondary and tertiary industry.

landscapes and natural landscapes together.

immigrants and tourists together, interlocking people and
the contexts together physically, culturally and spiritually.
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STRATEGY 1

INDUSTRIAL CHIAN OF NEW AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISES
Introducing new industrial forms to strengthen the existing agricultural industry and traditional handicrafts and

introducing more manufacture and processing workshops like furniture making, tea packaging, brewing,

generates a sustainable economy in this village. First, taking advantage of local rice and tea plantation

handicraft studios. Furthermore, encouraging small businesses to boom along with agritourism like

traditions and collaborating with scientists, to develop better synthetic methods of agriculture. Secondly,

homestays, tea houses, local restaurants and establish new educational institutions and health care.
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SYMBIOSIS AGRICULTURE PRODUCTION METHODS
Method

Method of aquaponics between rice and fish & layered
planting of tea trees, chinese medicine and camellia.

O2
CO 2

NH 4 –

UPLAND FOREST

90

TEA PLANTATION

LOWLAND FOREST

RIVER

RICE FIELD

LOWLAND FOREST
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LAYERED PLANTATION
The layered planting method of tea trees,
chinese medicine and camellia is divided into
three layers vertically. The groundcover of
chinese medicines and soy plants can provide
nutrients for upper layer plants. Camellia, the
highest layer plant can cast shades for tea
trees.

Original less than 30° slopes and
abandoned terrance feilds.

92

Removing some of the soil and modify
the slop into terrances.

Planting tea trees into 150cm 30cm
matrix.

Planting camelia trees in 600cm 300cm
matrix.
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AQUAPONIC FARMING
In this aquaponic system, rice plants provide
food for fish and lower the temperature of
water, fish generate more nutrients for rice.

Original Flooding Vulnerable areas.

94

Already been transformed into rice fields.

Ditches for raising fish needed to be digged out
along with the ridge.
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STRATEGY 2

EXPERIENTIAL LANDSCAPE
Experiencing different forms of landscape including agricultural landscapes, artificial landscapes, natural
landscapes. Creating a path up and down, across narrow and vast.
Tea + Religious
Tourist

Agriculture
Landscape

Artificial
Landscape

Tea
Plantation

Natural
Landscape

Historical
Landscape

Agriculture Realm

Agriculture Realm
Temple
Commercial
Street

Nature Realm

Historical Peach
Route

Historical
Preserved Village

Agriculture Realm
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STRATEGY 2

EXPERIENTIAL LANDSCAPE
This is a diagram showing three main types of landscape, and the relationship between path and
space. The color means the active/positive degree of each type.
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STRATEGY 3

“BRIDGE” AS SOCIAL CONNECTERS
The “bridges” are provide a place for people to gather and have interactions with each other. It could be
physical bridges, bridges combined with buildings, bridge next to a public building or even conceptual bridges
that have a higher level of connection such as eyesight or spiritual linking.
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STRATEGY 3

A-1

ENTANCE BRIDGE

“BRIDGE” AS SOCIAL CONNECTERS

A-2

COMMUNITY BRIDGE

B-1

WETLANDS BRIDGE

Group A are bridges combined with buildings which allow large scale social events to happen; group B are
physical bridges connecting wetlands and human activities. Bridge C,D E,F are all conceptual bridges that
provide stopping points and public services. Bridge G-1 is a highway bridge that sends people from far-away
urban areas to the village.

A-2

B-2

WETLANDS BRIDGE

C-1

BRIDGE ON RICE-FISH FIELDS

D-1

“BRIDGE” ON HILLTOP

G-1

E-1
F-1
B-2

B-1

D-1

C-1

E-1

RELIGIOUS “BRIDGE”

F-1

COMMUNITY “BRIDGE”

G-1

BRIDGE OF HIGHWAY

A-1
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A-1

C-1

ENTANCE BRIDGE(CONNECTING CITY AND VILLAGE)

“BRIDGE” OVER RICE-FISH FIELDS

BRIDGE + BUILDING

CONCEPTUAL BRIDGE

View Pavillion / Fishing Gear Storage
/ Temporary Market

Local restaurants / Tea house /
Exhibition Corrider / Kayark

B1–B1
A-2

BRIDGE + BUILDING

COMMUNITY BRIDGE(CONNECTING VILLAGES)

Community center/ Co-workers +
Tea house

D-1

CONCEPTUAL BRIDGE
“BRIDGE” ON HILL TOP

View Platform / Tea house

C1–C1
A1–A1

B-1

WETLANDS BRIDGE

BRIDGE ACROSS WETLANDS

A3–A3

104
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A-1

BRIDGE + BUILDING

ENTANCE BRIDGE(CONNECTING CITY AND VILLAGE)
This bridge is at the enterpoint that both people come from the city and the locals meet. As
an entrance place, it has more public and recreational functions, combining with buildings to
form a corridor of local restaurants and exhibition spaces and kayak.

ENTRANCE BRIDGE

106
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C-1

CONCEPTUAL BRIDGE

“BRIDGE” OVER RICE-FISH FIELDS
This is a bridge set in the rice fields and serves as a sightseeing and resting pavilion. People can
get a cup of tea on this bridge when they are tired of farm work. It could also be a flexible market
area when people come to catch fish.

TEA PLANTATION

BRIDGE AS STORAGE AND RESTING POINT

RICE FILEDS
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D-1

CONCEPTUAL BRIDGE
“BRIDGE” ON HILLTOP

This bridge is also a conceptual bridge that is located over the mountain, it bridges the
mountain and the village in the view level. After a long walking trip to the hilltop, people can
enjoy a cup of tea and cool breeze. The tea house provides platforms to overlook the
landscape of the whole villages and rice fields surrounding them.

VIEWING PLATFORM
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E-1

CONCEPTUAL BRIDGE
RELIGIOUS “BRIDGE”

This is a path through wetlands and meadows to the temple which is in front of a tea
plantation. The temple is a conceptual bridge that agglomerates people spiritually. This
“bridge” has a wide impact – not only locals come here to burn incense and pray but also
people from cities would come and share a cup of tea and meditate.

TEA PLANTATION

TEMPLE

WETLANDS
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Reflection
For this thesis, I have concentrated on studying the rural part in the Urban - Rural
system, as it is an important and unavoidable topic in the fast-growing world
nowadays. At first, I researched different qualities and characteristics of each
village type in the mountainous region in order to better understand how these
villages operate in current times. Then, I studied the existing and potential flows
between urban and rural areas and found out in fact, urban and rural areas are
connected in many layers and perspectives. The value of the rural villages should
be and is being awarded by the society, in terms of its cultural and social
importance. In this revitalizing model, rural values should be emphasised and
strengthened economically, culturally, and ecologically. Moreover, the continuity
of water is one key element interlocking people together, based on my research.
I have tried to create a sustainable economy by taking advantage of existing
agriculture traditions and then strengthening the artisms. New trails through
wildness are proposed and public spaces are created. Meanwhile, the
participation of external forces from urban areas is also important to the UrbanRural system. .
My research is still going through the analysis of the users (both the city dwellers
and the villagers) which weaken my design of organizing rural residents and urban
newcomers together. Numbers of set on ground issues are urgent to be solved
while missing in this thesis, such as, how to empower the local stakeholders more
correctly in the developing process? How to ensure the rural development
exerting a positive and long-lasting impact rather than being part of a brief capital
farce which happens often in rural China currently?
The next part of my thesis should be the question of how to bring worthful rural
qualities to urban landscapes? What kind of rural rituals and traditions should be
introduced to urban communities? This set of questions will broaden the
definition of the reciprocal relationship between urban and rural areas.
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